
Entry 1 
 

1. We do a video that explains what Covid-19 has done to our hospitals and give people 
true images of how these medical workers are putting their lives at risk for us to be safe 
and healthy. It would end with a small video of some of the people in our district, maybe 
principals, teachers, students, saying thank you. 

2. We can make a video of a bunch of pictures put together of many of our faculty and 
students holding up thank you signs as well as “we stay home because you stayed at 
work for us” signs. 

 
I would like to combine my ideas of my ideas 2 and 3. My vision is that the video will begin with 
a straight cut scene to inside of hospitals at this point in time showing the chaos that is 
emerging in hospitals, showing how their running out of proper essentials such as masks and 
how they are putting their lives at risk for us. We can probably find some videos on youtube 
showing how our frontlines are working hard day and night in order to combat this disease. We 
can also show some fast clips of the news channel anchors saying “coronavirus” as well as the 
moment Covid-19 is announced to be a pandemic. This beginning will allow our audience to 
really feel the truth of the severity of these times. We create some fear and some guilt into our 
audience then end it with a bunch of pictures of faculty and students saying “thank you” and “ 
we stay home because you stayed at work” or whatever they would like to put on a paper that is 
easily readable just giving thanks to those workers. We would close off with a text saying thank 
you and maybe a small paragraph from the class of kohs. 
 
Entry 2 
WHAT IS THE MAIN MESSAGE: the main message is to say thank you for protecting us from 
this dangerous virus! It is a very hard time for everyone, but it must be extremely hard for the 
heroes like our medical teams who are risking exposure and their lives as well as their families 
lives, so this is just a huge thanks from students who appreciate their hard work and devotion. 
 
VIDEO DESCRIPTION: so the video will be the kohs class will write down each word on a piece 
of paper, and it will say thank you for risking your lives, to save our lives. Or some other way of 
saying thank you. And we can add family into our videos. Also an extra idea I thought of would 
be if we got students and teachers saying stay home, save lives, or we as a class can say it. It's 
a nice and creative thoughtful way to say thank you. 
 
Entry 3 
In the video we would show good helpful deeds, such as hand making masks and donating 
them, picking up groceries for people who cannot leave their home, wearing masks when 
leaving for outside. Then having a voice explain how doctors and nurses are the best and our 
heros 
 
Entry 4 
The video begins with a voice-over and gravitates  (circles?) around a teen reading an old 
children’s book, “When I was younger I read countless stories about superheroes...yet now I 
realize that the true heroes are our healthcare workers.” Cut to clips of hospitals’ responses to 
coronavirus, and other news stories describing how important healthcare workers are. Then, 
transitions into thank you videos, of students sharing messages of gratitude. “Thank you” and 
other inspiring messages. 



 
Entry 5 
So in this video i was thinking we could start it off with one of us saying “to all the nurses… 
thank you” then the rest of us one by one starts saying thank you, then we take turns talking 
about how we know it must be hard not to worry about not getting sick or endangering their 
families. But how we appreciate them still working hard, risking their lives. And maybe we can 
give prayers to those who are students like us with parents that are in the medical field saving 
lives from corona too. Just to wish them the best. 
 
Entry 6 
Message: your hardwork is not unnoticed, we are all thankful grateful and appreciative 
 

● Main aspect could be everyone in kohs recording themselves talking. 
- Talking about their thanks, gratefulness, appreciation 
- Even though times are tough you still do what you do. Not even for your own 

personal gain.  
- (if anyone has any family helping treat disease they could record themselves 

thanking them, showing love, etc.) 
- Explain hardships of disease and explain how nurses doctors etc. risk their own 

lives to protect others 
● Video is basically a montage of people saying thank you since our options are limited.  

- I.e not being able to go out in public a lot, interview people, forced to stay 
indoors. 

● Doesn’t necessarily have to be a sad video. Tone is more grateful than sad.  
● Show real newsclips, sources of media.  

 
Entry 7 

The video will start off, with a welcoming dedication to our heroes. Showing pictures of 
hospitals, labeling a few like Sharp Memorial for their sacrifices, working day and night. To show 
teams of doctors and their determination to help everyone they can during the pandemic. A 
piece by piece message showing how thankful we all are to them for their risks, gladly be very 
thankful for hours on end.  

 
1. Introduction 

I’d like to start off with a warm welcome to the viewers and the purpose to it. Showing visuals of 
how our doctors around states are willing to work for us to keep us healthy. 
 

2. Message 
A message will be written in parts, but while expressing my message, I will show videos and 
pictures of doctors, surgeons, and hospitals, in gratitude for our thanks for their endless work 
during the pandemic. 
 

3. Meaningful thanks to all our doctors 
A special thanks to the doctors and surgeons, etc like from the Sharp Industry. Their time, their 
sacrifices, their determination to try their best to keep us healthy during this pandemic. And will 
keep doing this till this is over!  
 

4. Summary 



In summary, thanks to the doctors and those who helped during this pandemic. 


